STANDARD EXTERIOR
COLOR BUNDLES
UPDATED VERSION 2016.03.28
COLORS & CHOICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only. Because of the differences in
computer monitors, printers, other hard - and software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be
used as approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should not be relied upon or
used as such. For the most accurate color sample, please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of home buyers. While we are able to
accommodate changes, any variations to the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current
stated rates.
EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or
get other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability
and long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Desert Style—I
Body

Oak Buff
10-13

Trim

Allspice
6-18

Accents

Silver Mink
33-25

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Desert Style—II
Body

Havana Cream
7-27

Trim

Brown Sugar
10-22

Accents

Otter
9-17

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Traditional Burbs—I
Body

Wine
4-20

Trim

Genteel Gray
33-12

Accents

Rialto
32-21

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Traditional Burbs—II
Body

Caramel Tint
10-6

Trim

Pebble
33-29

Accents

Field Gray
32-19

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Modern Burbs—I
Body

Pewter
25-22

Trim

Nickel
25-25

Accents

Wolf
25-20

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Modern Burbs—II
Body

Manor Stone
2-25

Trim

Dusky Taupe
3-21

Accents

Fedora
2-19

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Northern Shores—I
Body

Gig’s Gray
28-26

Trim

Mendocino
30-32

Accents

River Rouge
4-18

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Northern Shores—II
Body

Lava
28-17

Trim

Mendocino
30-32

Accents

Almond Toast
7-24

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Southern Beaches—I
Body

Pale Cadet
26-25

Trim

Tumbleweed
7-28

Accents

Hickory
5-17

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

Southern Beaches—II
Body

Hemlock Bud
17-23

Trim

Mendocino
30-32

Accents

VanDyke Brown
7-17

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

America’s Heritage—I
Body

Maya
11-24

Trim

Swiss Coffee
33-5

Accents

Anthracite
25-19

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

Exterior Color Bundle

America’s Heritage—II
Body

New Moon
26-18

Trim

Classic Light Buff
SW0050

Accents

Rattan
12-12

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Colors are provided for general information and illustration purposes only.
Because of the differences in computer monitors, printers, other hard - and
software combinations, the depicted results are intended to be used as
approximations of color, rather than definitive representations, and should
not be relied upon or used as such. For the most accurate color sample,
please visit your local paint store.
These color bundles were expertly selected to appeal to a wide variety of
home buyers. While we are able to accommodate changes, any variations to
the bundle you select will result in an upcharge according to current stated
rates.

EcoCabins is proud to partner exclusively with Pratt & Lambert Paints. Together,
our design team has created several stunning and unique interior color bundles,
using Pratt & Lambert’s artful, high-quality paints as standard choices in our base
pricing. Visit a supplier near you to take home any free color swatch samples, or get
other custom ideas. EcoCabins and Pratt & Lambert offer beautiful durability and
long lasting quality you can count on.

